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figures 1a, b, and c, show the pictures of fresh aqueous cunps grown at 60°c for 7.5 hours. the particles grew mostly in the direction of the heat gradient. the size of the cunps at the seeds with an average diameter of 1.3 µm was much smaller than that of the as-grown ones without

seeds with an average diameter of 2.5 µm. the grown cunps were verified by ftir spectroscopy and measuring the crystal-structure information using x-ray diffraction. figure 1d shows the eds of the cunps, and it can be seen that there was a large number of nitrogen (n) atoms contained
in the particles, which confirms the cuinps had been synthesized. in this study, eds is an important complementary technique that can be used to support the identification of unknown phases that are not found in crystallographic databases or in other materials. another support from
hrtem was used to validate the phases. the new carine crystallography 3.1 software was provided by jeol . figure 10 shows an overview of the procedure of tem-based phase identification using carine crystallography 3.1. the software provides two types of matching criteria. generic

matching: this parameter is mostly used for indexing known phases. by utilizing the previous version (software name is carine crystallography 1.0), one can match a sadp to the previously indexed and characterized phases from a database or a crystallographic software package, such as
jipred. however, if no match is found for the unknown phase in the database, the software provides a "new" candidate phase from the icsd. pirooz zareie, christopher szeto, carine farenc, sachith d gunasinghe, elizabeth m kolawole, angela nguyen, chantelle blyth, xavier yx sng, jasmine
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the phase identification of materials was carried out by the structural analysis of x-ray diffraction (xrd) and energy dispersive spectrometer (eds) by using carine crystallography software 3.1. the samples were made of the same material as the one used in the mechanical tests. the xrd
data was obtained using cukα radiation (λ=0.15406nm) and the applied voltage and current were 40kv and 20ma, respectively. the eds data was recorded using the same instrument, with an accelerating voltage of 30kv and a spot size of 1 and a counting time of 10 seconds. the cukα

radiation was filtered with a nickel film to eliminate the additional cukβ radiation from the source. the peak position of the diffraction data was calculated using the software diffrac.eva. (diffrac.eva, optics-2000). the peak position of the eds data was calculated using the software r-
axis.uw (nimrod, usa). the diffraction patterns obtained from the xrd are shown in figures 1 and 2, and the eds data are shown in figures 3 and 4, which were built on the basis of their space group and atomic positions. the calculation of the lattice parameters in carine crystallography 3.1
63 was realized according to the rietveld method. the crystal structure of ca-metallic carbides has been studied since the early 1960s. these compounds are made of a mixture of two or more elements, and are crystallized in a variety of different structures. from a structural point of view,

the most common structures are formed by the stacking of tetrahedra of metals m (m = si, mo, w, v, etc.) and carbon c, with varying degrees of overlap and the presence of other anions such as oxygen o and halogen-containing anions such as cl, br, i. 5ec8ef588b
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